
Dear Mendocino County Board of Supervisors: 

RE: Public Comment Pine Mountain Cell Tower Appeal 

 

PINE TREES ARE EASILY KILLED BY CELL TOWERS, Wi-Fi,  Smart Meter Grid Wireless Antennas, and 5G Milliliter 

Wireless Networks! 

 

Did you know that it is scientifically proven that wireless EMF broadcasting rapidly kills Pine Trees?  Pine Tree: Needles 

have jagged edges which attract Microwave RF (3G) (4G )and Milliliter RF (5G) wireless radiation!   Cell Towers, 

therefore, should NEVER be placed in the vicinity of live Pine Trees! The live Pine Trees will DRY UP and DIE rapidly 

from this constant wireless frequency 'shock' to their pine needles! 

 

YES.  This is an environmental disaster for Pine Trees, and also due to rapidly killing Pine trees: adds to FIRE Hazards!  

(This was first discovered in Germany where Pine Trees were dying in large numbers from wireless RADAR exposure.)  

Pine trees are also sensitive to aerial spraying of heavy metals such as Barium and Aluminum which has been 

happening in experimental aerial sprayed cloud cover for decades} Therefore, you likely have dead pine trees there 

already? } From this ongoing experiment with "weather modification" within the State of CA which also includes the 

deliberate experimental destruction of coastal fog banks and rain clouds since year 2000! 

 

Thus, our Pine trees are already an endangered species in CA, and sadly} Pines are also one of the best trees for 

producing oxygen in our air that humans need to breathe to stay healthy and survive!  We, therefore, do NOT want to 

kill our valuable and health promoting Pine Trees especially when so many people have worries of lung weakness 

from COVID-19} which is yet to be completely eradicated in the U.S.A. and California. 

 

In other words, destroying Pine Trees } so necessary to improving the declining oxygen levels in our air with yet 

another unnecessary cell tower is just plain nuts! 

 

(Did you also know that Pine Tree needles are also excellent for mulching that strawberry patch (much better than 

straw).   Why?  Because snails and slugs WILL NOT crawl over Pine needles} due to the jagged edge of the Pine Tree 

needle!  This keeps those snails and slugs OUT of your strawberry patch, and keeps that strawberry elevated above 

any damp soil!  And, you'll get even bigger and better strawberries too because pine needles are rich in Vitamin C.  

Pine Trees are beautiful too and also give shade and rest for people and animals as well as food and branches for 

squirrels to build their nests!) 

PLEASE SAVE OUR PINE TREES AND HONEY BEES FROM EXTINCTION BY CELL TOWERS! 

 

*Attached: Another related wireless research article which illustrates: that wireless Wi-Fi exposure is also very 

dangerous for human health as well!  Wi-Fi Libraries Article proves that 3G (3rd Generation wireless Wi-Fi} was 

removed in year 2008 from ALL National Libraries in France due to Library Wi-Fi making their employees very ill.  In 

their Paris Library alone 40 of their employees became constantly ill from Library Wi-Fi Wireless Antenna Exposure.  

France said, "Why use Wi-Fi when hardwired connections are also} much more secure from hackers; and also library 

files are not being dropped in transmission of data etc. 

 

Many European Countries (including France) are well aware of the wireless radiation cumulative damage to human 

and animal health} in that Europe has had wireless 10 years longer than the U.S.A.  All European countries (except for 

Great Britain), therefore, reduced their wireless Standard Radiation Strengths to 10uW/cm2 or less and never 

implemented 4G wireless networks.   Meanwhile the U.S.A. did implement 4G and maintains the ridiculous high 

strength radiation standard of 1000 uW/cm2!   (China and Russia are also now: at 10 uW/cm2.)  What's wrong with 

the U.S.A.?  Why are we in the U.S.A. exposed to 100 x stronger wireless radiation!  This needs immediate 

investigation and correction at the FCC level before any more cell towers are approved or erected within the U.S.A. 

 

All wireless cell towers should be replaced with hardwired fiber optic high speed internet connections} which has no 

negative impact on health nor fire/electrical hazards for all internet and telecommunications...Why continue 

rebuilding or adding wireless cell towers of ANY GENERATION? Cell Towers cause so much human illness and 

plant/tree DEATH} Especially for our oxygen giving: Pine Trees! 

 



Microwave RF ADDS "heat" to the neighborhood Electrical Transformer as well in the form of high frequency 

transients } which also known as "dirty electricity" then radiates into the rooms of homes and causes cumulative 

health damage} which is scientifically proven to be carcinogenic to both human beings and animals} and kills 

beneficial insects like honey bees as well as Pine Trees. Excess "Dirty Electricity" within your electrical system also 

greatly increases the likelihood of an electrical house fire! 

 

Anyone who hasn't been completely asleep the past 20 years KNOWS not to live near or around a cell tower} which 

also exponentially increases for all human beings} the adrenal gland out-put of the hormone Adrenalin which greatly 

increases human ANXIETY and INSOMNIA. } As lab-tested in Bavaria Germany where the people living there were 

each lab-tested for blood and urine values} both before and after a cell tower was added at three month intervals.  All 

persons lab-tested had continuous huge increases in the Adrenalin hormone found in their urine after exposure to 

only a single cell tower! 

 

I also lived in a home in Weed, CA that had a cell tower within sight of my house.  We personally did not use cell 

phones nor Wi-Fi.   (This home also had copper plumbing pipes built just below its floors.)  The Cell Tower 

broadcasted wireless frequency signals were attracted to these copper pipes underneath this house, and so the cell 

tower broadcasted wireless microwave RF frequencies then radiated upward through these floors! (The feeling of 

"electrocution" was so bad we could not sit in a chair without keeping our feet off the floor.) You never know what's 

inside your home's wall nor floors that will kill you until you ADD a cell tower to your neighborhood!  Don't ever leave 

Comcast wired cable underneath your home either! Marble walls or Copper pipes or Metal I-Beams and Posts in 

Manufactured homes are also a disaster!  You must "ground" your bed frame if it's metal and the same if you use a 

hospital metal bed} to a properly grounded electrical outlet. You'll have to ground your Parakeet's metal bird cage 

too or it will kill your parakeet birds! 

 

It's time for a re-set in our American "belief" that cell towers are "safe."  That's absolute nonsense.  How did we get so 

stupid?  Whelp, maybe it's our "trust" in our fake media which is controlled by the American-owned monied wireless 

Telecom Industry} A direct conflict of interest. 

 

Take Back Your Power Folks...Stop allowing your neighborhood and County to be under siege by outside monied 

interests that keep your community building these unhealthy and deadly cell towers! 

 

Pamella B. Morey 


